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Jackson Birkman has the perfect life: the lead
role on the popular detective show
“Dispatching David,” millions of adoring fans,
celebrity status, and a beautiful girlfriend. After
five seasons, “Dispatching David” has just been
cancelled. With the final episode quickly
approaching, Jackson is worried about more
than just his future acting career. His once
massive fortune is dwindling and his girlfriend
Clara is pressuring him to propose. 

When Jackson unexpectedly dies on the set
of the TV show during filming, everyone
speculates whether it was suicide or
murder. Why would Jackson commit suicide?
If it was a setup, who would want Jackson to
die? And most importantly, what was the
motive of the murderer? As the investigation
continues, Officer Wilson inches closer to
the truth, uncovering Jackson’s secrets. She
begins to think no one really knew Kackson
at all, but is determined to solve the case, no
matter the cost.
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Nichole Heydenburg earned her Bachelor's Degree in
English with an emphasis in writing and a minor in theatre
from Adrian College in 2014. Her one-act play "The Hidden
Story" was performed at her alma mater in 2015. She also
had several poems published in "The Oxcart" literary
magazine. When she isn't writing, Nichole enjoys going on
adventures with her husband, reading, playing board
games, and the occasional mimosa. "The Long Shadow on
the Stage" is her first novel. She currently resides near
Asheville, NC with her husband, Zed.
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Interview Topics
Self-publishing.
Writing tips.
Working full-time while being an author.
Social media and marketing for authors.
NaNoWriMo.



Book Reviews
"This book would be good for anyone who loves a
murder, thriller, and crime as it has all of these genres
all in one book. I also really hope this has a sequel in
the works as I definitely think it needs one after the
ending!!"
-Becca Harris, Love Books Tours Book Reviewer

"I could NOT put this down! The writing style was
amazing, the characters were great, and I am going to
keep re-reading this for years to come!"
-Hillary Waldron, Amazon Review

"Fantastically written novel full of twists and turns. From
the very beginning you’re sucked in and find yourself
questioning everything you’ve been told in order to
crack the case yourself."
-Chelsea, Goodreads Review

"I loved the ending and do hope the open ended cliff
hanger is fulfilled! Loved the writing style, basic and
easy to understand which leaves the story and the plot
as the main focus."
-Bryony S., Goodreads review
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lovebooksgroup-thewritewords16/
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